
Wine List



Sparkling Wine
J.C. LE ROUX LA CHANSON  150

J.C. LE ROUX VIBRAZIO DEMI SEC  160

DURBANVILLE HILLS SPARKLING SAUVIGNON BLANC  180

PONGRÁCZ ROSÉ  260

Wine by the Glass
DURBANVILLE HILLS SAUVIGNON BLANC  40

THEUNISKRAAL BOUQUET BLANC  40

THEUNISKRAAL MOSCATO ROSÉ  40

DURBANVILLE HILLS MERLOT  50

ALLESVERLOREN 1704 RED  50

Sauvignon Blanc
DURBANVILLE HILLS   120

Medium-bodied wine with subtle citrus and tropical fruit on the palate ending with a long, lingering  
finish. .

ZONNEBLOEM  140

Intensely flavoured with good structure. The flavours matureto asparagus-like aromas. Nice crisp acidity 
on the palate with a lingering aftertaste.

Chardonnay
NEDERBURG WINE MASTERS    150

Resfreshing with citrus and apricot flavours and a creamy texture. 

DURBANVILLE HILLS  120

An elegant, well-balanced wine that fills the mouth with sweet fruit,orange zest, leading to a fresh finish.

Chenin Blanc
FLEUR DU CAP     150

The bouquet is beautifully complemented by the almost perlé-like freshness on the palate, the hint of 
sweetness and medley of fruit.

White Blends
ZONNEBLOEM BLANC DE BLANC    115

A medium-bodied wine with a refreshing, crisp acidity,plenty of tropical fruit flavours such as guava and 
sweet melon that linger long on the aftertaste. 

THEUNISKRAAL BOUQUET BLANC   000

Fresh and sweet with a complexity of fruit flavours and a lingering aftertaste.

Rosé
ALLESVERLOREN TINTA ROSÉ     120

Fresh raspberries and cherries on the palate with a hint of vanilla. Exhibiting a perfect sugar/acid balance, 
it has a delicious lingering aftertaste. 

THEUNISKRAAL MOSCATO ROSÉ    110

Fresh and crisp on the palate with a complexity of fruit flavours and a lingering aftertaste.

Merlot
DURBANVILLE HILLS   150

A medium bodied Merlot accentuated by soft sweet red fruit, rounded off with silky tannins and a 
lingering finish. .

HILL & DALE  130

Refreshingly fruity with an array of red-fruit flavours, a crisp acidity and clean and lingering aftertaste.

Pinotage
ZONNEBLOEM    180

A full-bodied wine, bursting with cherry and mocha flavours and soft oak spice.Excellent integration of 
fruit and tannins, creating a long and lingering finish. 

Cabernet Sauvignon
NEDERBURG 56 HUNDRED    150

A full-bodied wine with ripe fruit and delicate oak spice flavours, firm tannins and a lingering aftertaste. .

JACOBSDAL  230

Medium-bodied and well-balanced with an abundance of blackcurrant flavours. Can be enjoyed now 
but will develop with further maturation.

Shiraz
ALLESVERLOREN    195

A rich and full-bodied wine with a good tannic structure and ample ripe fruit flavours.

Red Blends
ALLESVERLOREN 1704 RED     150

A soft and elegantly-structured wine with fresh flavours of red berries and cherries, backed by spicy cedar 
oak. The flavours combine to produce a wine with complex flavours yet has remarkable drinkability. 

NEDERBURG HERITAGE HEROES ‘THE BREW MASTER’     250

Full-bodied, classic and complex with juicy dark-fruit flavours. Fantastic integration of wood and fruit.


